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NESTRO® exhibits at Holz-Handwerk (16-19 March) in Nuremberg, also as 

an expert in surface technology extraction 5 

 

NESTRO® Lufttechnik GmbH will be occupying the more than 100 m² sized 

open stand (No. 309) in the centre of Hall 10. The main focus this year is on 

wood surface treatment, where the demand for individual advice and for 

suitable energy-efficient equipment continues to grow. Because for the 10 

woodworking industry, the ability to offer the individual customer 

premium-quality surfaces (paintwork and grinding technology) becomes 

one of the major differentiations in a competitive environment. Perfect 

plant design, perfect implementation with adequate air flow, extraction, 

filtration and drying, as well as regular maintenance and cleaning, are the 15 

key requirements here. Here the customer can rely on the extensive 

experience of the company. 

More specifically, visitors can get information about the range of services 

and products based on the exhibits briefly described below to be seen at 

the NESTRO® stand and at the adjacent stand of the HOMAG Group (live 20 

extraction of all machinery). 

 

PAINTLINE Comfort for paint mist extraction 

NESTRO® developed the PAINTLINE system in three performance classes 

to meet the highest paintwork demands. Using the PAINTLINE Comfort, 25 

the company will demonstrate at its stand live how to efficiently extract 

paint mist featuring a medium size system for air volumes up to 14,500 

m³/h. As solvents and paints sink to the ground due to their greater 

density, the paint particles are suctioned up in a continuous, low-

draught air flow near the floor to be then bound in the filter mats. The 30 

PAINTLINE systems allow a paint finish of consistently high quality even 

in continuous operation with extremely easy handling. NESTRO® 

custom-designs each of these systems based on the requirements of the 

customer and the spatial conditions. 

 35 

NST 75 grinding stand for sanding dust 

On a work surface of 12 m² at a separation rate of up to 95% featuring 

an air flow rate of 7,500 m³/h, the NESTRO® NST 75 grinding stand 

creates a generous dust-free area and ensures maximum freedom of 

movement throughout the entire work area. The low-turbulence and 40 

directed air flow supports gravimetric effects to effectively bind the 

sanding dust in the easy-to-clean bag filters. Visitors can experience the 

low-draught circulating air operation live. 



NFHSU 11/11-20 filter system with NBP C 160 briquetting press 

The NESTRO® vacuum filter system allows large filter areas to be housed 45 

in the tightest of spaces and to temporarily store accumulated material. 

In this large plant with a filter area of 175 m², visitors can watch live how 

at the end how wood dust and chips from vacuum-extracted 

woodworking machinery are turned into briquettes with a diameter of 

60 mm. So wood waste can be used as a source of energy. The NBP 50 

briquetting presses reduce the storage volumes and improve storage 

and transport capabilities. Dust explosion risks are virtually eliminated. 

On the neighbourhood stand of the HOMAG Group the visitor can see a 

second filter system at work - the NFHSU 9/9-20: NESTRO® here extracts 

other woodworking machinery from HOMAG. 55 

 

NE 350 deduster 

Its maximum capacity of 8,000 m³/h makes the NE 350 the most 

powerful member of the successful NESTRO® deduster family. It is used 

to filter wood dust and chips (BG certification H3), but also dust from 60 

plastic, leather, paper or other industrial dust sources. Its nominal 

volume flow is 6,927 m³/h with an associated vacuum of 2.750 Pascal. A 

model with an operator touch screen will be on exhibit for the first time. 

(Please see our Press Release No. 03.15 for more information about the 

NE 350.) 65 

On the adjacent stand of the HOMAG Group, visitors can observe an NE 

300 with a maximum capacity of 6,000 m³/h in live operation. Here 

NESTRO® extracts material from five BRANDT edge banding machines. 

 

Founded in 1977, NESTRO® Lufttechnik GmbH is now one of the largest 70 

established manufacturers of extraction and filter technology products and 

systems, the downstream heating technology and surface engineering as 

well as sorting and disposal technology. More than 180 employees at the 

three production sites in Germany, Poland and Hungary are engaged in 

development and production according to individual customer 75 

specifications.  
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Images: Filter system NFHSU Live demonstration of extraction system 

at Holz-Handwerk: In Hall 10, NESTRO® 

Lufttechnik extracts wood dust and chips 85 

from the pilot lines of the HOMAG Group.  

 



Video Links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O63ci0ZTrcQ 

 NESTRO Grinding Stand NST 75 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mq-WdDsAdlY 90 

 NESTRO Dedusting HOMAG City 
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For questions about this press release, please contact: 

NESTRO® Lufttechnik GmbH 

Paulus-Nettelnstroth-Platz, D-07619 Schkölen, Germany 

Till Uhle, Sales Manager D/A/CH & marketing 

Telephone: +49 (0)36694 41-203  |  E-mail: t.uhle@nestro.de 100 


